
Oilfield Decanter Centrifuge
Applications

The G Series Advantage   

Optimize your operations 

Maximize efficiency

Allied Centrifuge Technologies G Series centrifuges are built to withstand the harshest conditions that the 
oilfield has to offer. Designed for high capacities feed solids it has 20% more flow rate and cut point than 
comparable models on the market. The G Series modern designs make replacing components in the field 
faster and easier; allowing you to keep your operations running longer and more efficiently.  With the highest 
quality manufacturing; all bowl and scroll components are produced from solution annealed stress relieved 
centrifugal castings and forgings.  All components are quality certified to Allied’s ISO 9001 quality confor-
mance, before service. 

G7
•Drilling fluid management
•High Capacity solids removal 
•Ultra-fine particle separation
•De-watering
•Barite Recovery

•Optimal length to diameter ratio achieves dryer 
cakes and clearer fluids.
•Longer beach section removes and dries heavy              
solids with a reduced chance of plugging.
•The cylindrical sections length has been designed 
to optimize the clarification of the fluid. 
•The solids discharge radius allows for dryer cakes 
while still operating with a deep pond depth to 
remove low gravity solids and ultra-fine particles. 

•The G Series specially designed scroll features a 
variable pitch, double lead conveyor to optimize 
solids removal, capacity and efficiency. Customers 
have a choice between a full radial flow design or a 
higher capacity half axial flow design.
• The half axial flow design is better suited for 
water based drilling applications. 
•The full radial flow design has a reduced capacity, 
but is better suited for oil-based drilling applica-
tions.

Allied Centrifuge Technologies invests heavily in designing for maximum efficiency. Design elements include:
•Enerports that capture wasted energy from liquid exiting the bowl to aid in reducing the rotational energy 
required, by up to 30%. 
•Use of power from the back drive while operating in the same direction as the bowl reduces the main drive 
power requirements. This results in a reduced load on the generator, while at the same time increasing the 
machine’s processing rate. 
•All G Series use high efficiency inverter duty motors. 
•Specially engineered planetary gear boxes result in high torque carrying capacity, quiet operations, and 
long-term reliability in severe weather environments.



Minimize repair costs and service times
Maximize your time in the field and minimize downtime and repair costs. Allied Centrifuge Technologies has 
developed and tested materials to overcome the most abrasive and challenging separation conditions. 
•Replaceable feed zone ports and sectional accelerator. 
•Field replaceable solids discharge liners. 
•Fully tungsten tiled scrolls and hardened cake strips in the feed section of the bowl. 

Allied’s anti g-force seals in the scroll counteract the expansion of the sealing lip from the sealing shaft while 
being subject to g-force. This results in no contamination to internal scroll bearings, thus extending the oper-
ating interval life of the decanter.

Pillow block seals only found on Allied decanters, use centrifugal force on an intermediate ring to produce an 
ultra close running, non-contact seal. This eliminates the concern of any contamination entering the bearing 
cavity, or loss of lubricant when loading or transportation, or when operating on uneven surfaces. 

Customize your G Series decanter
Customizable to customer requirements. Some customizable options include:
•Atex certified.
•Class 1 div 1 certification and verification. 
•Modular skid packages.
•Fixed speed configurations.
•Full and partial hydraulic configurations.

General Specs.
Specification:                                                                                      VFD, Solids control, 2-phase
Process liquid:                                                                       Min. 0°C (32°F) - Max. 100°C (212°F)
Max. Density of compact 
wet cake at max bowl speed:                                                                        2.5kg/dm3 (20lbs/g)
Feed Capacity:                                                                    2600L/min (686gpm) of 1.0 SG liquid
Empty decanter weight:                                                                                     7552 kg (16650lb)
Sound level:                                                                                                                 90 dBA at 1m

Bowl Specs.
Maximum main speed:                                                                                                      3000 rpm
Maximum G-force:                                                                                                                  2817 G
Bowl length:                                                                                                               1982 mm (78”)
Bowl diameter:                                                                                                           559 mm (22”) 
Beach angle:                                                                                                                                   6°
Solids discharge type:                                                                          12 replaceable wear inserts
Solids Discharge radius:                                                                                         190.5 mm (7.5”)
Solids transportation aids, cylindrical section:                                                                     12 ribs 
Solids transportation aids, taper section:                                                                             16 ribs 
Material-hubs:                                                                                                                316 stainless 
Material-bolts:                                                                                                                       AISI 316
Material-seals:                                                                                                             Viton/Buna-N
Liquid outlet, type:                                                                                     (6) Ratchet plate dams
Liquid outlet, radius:                                                                  (adjustable) set to 5 from factory

Conveyor Specs.
Material-flights:                                                                                                                          316L
Material-hub:                                                                                                                              316L

Drive Specs.
Power supply:                                                                         3 x 460 V/60 Hz or 3 x 600V/60Hz 
Gearbox type:                                                              11knm (98,000 inch/lbs) 2 stage planetary  
Gearbox, max torque at pinion:                                                                          108Nm (80ft/lbs)
Back drive:                                                                                                 Variable frequency drive 
Operating main speed:                                                                                                     2500 rpm
Typical differential range:                                                                                                12-50 rpm
G-force at operating speed:                                                                                                  1775 G 
Main motor:                                                            112Kw (150hp) WEG foot mount TEXP (SF1.15)
Back drive motor:                                                   22Kw (30hp) WEG foot mount TEXP (SF1.15)



Dimensions

For any more information on any G Series models, applications, specifications or cus-
tomizations. Please do not hesitate to contact Allied Centrifuge Technologies at 
Sales@alliedcentrifuge.com. To stay up to date with all Allied Centrifuge Technologies 
events, sales, and product developments, please subscribe to our mailing list, which can 
be found on our contact page at www.Alliedcentrifuge.com. 

Allied Centrifuge Technologies
7575 51 ST SW CALGARY AB, T2C 3C2

587.975.6866

www.alliedcentrifuge.com

sales@alliedcentrifuge.com

Wear Protection Specs.
Bowl solids discharge:                                                                               Removable stellite liner
Conveyor flights:                                                                                          Weld on tungsten tiles
Conveyor feed zone:                                                                                   Removable wear liners
Frame/Case:                                                                                Removable semi-circle wear liner

Frame/Casing Specs.

Material-frame/base:                                                                                Mild steel epoxy painted 
Materials-casing/cover:                                                                                                               316
Inside surface of casing:                                                                                            Stainless steel 
Gaskets/seals-casing:                                                                                             Buna-N on case
Design type:                                                                                                        Atmospheric seals
Feed tube:                                                             316L 70mm id (2.75inch id) 3” NPT connection


